For Louis

You will notice that Besse has transferred these two shares of stock to me. We do not know President of the Elbow Pond Cranberry Co., so have taken the liberty to send this certificate to you and ask for a new one in my name. Any information regarding value of stock, dividends, etc., will be much appreciated. Kindly advise if I need to consult an Attorney. Hope to hear at your earliest convenience.

Marion
For value received I hereby assign and transfer to Louis A. Crowell Two Shares, represented by Certificate No. 6, of the Elbow Pond Mining Company.

Witness my hand this 20th day of January AD 1931.

Marion L. Howes

Witnessed by

David P. Howes

Thank you for the interest taken in this matter.

Marion
[1931-01-20; note and a transfer of stock:]

For Louis
You will notice that Besse has transfered these two shares of stock to me.
We do not know President of the Elbow Pond Cranberry Co., so have taken
the liberty to send this certificate to you and ask for a new one in my name.
Any information regarding value of stock, dividends & etc will be much
appreciated. Kindly advise if I need to consult an Attorney. Hope to hear
at your earliest convenience.

Marion

[over page:]

For Value Received I hereby assign and transfer to Louis A Crowell Two
Shares, represented by certificate No 6, of the Elbow Pond Cranberry
Company.
Witness my hand this 20th day of January AD 1931
Marion L. Hoes

Witnessed by
David P. Howes
Thank you for the interest taken in this matter.
Marion